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!, Introduction

The development of the statistical theory of the disordered systems, which
in particular lakes into account the collective intcrpuniclc interactions, although
essential progresses 11-7] is still nn actual problem due to seven! famous reasons.
First ol' и I!, the problem of the determination uf a complete set of s complete set of
correlation functions is extremely difficult to be solved, it being in connection 10
the absence of enaugh adequate approaches to the interpretation of their parameter»
in tenr.s of macroscopical features for the systems with many-panicle interactions.

On the other hand, the modern information about the distributions of electronic
densities, interpanicfc potentials , polurisabilities and other analogous properties
of the Huctuaaonal groups of panicles as a function of different interpanicle con-
figurations are not enaugi*. for the more or less realistic calculations. It must be
stressed the existence of an exception to this rule, which is proper of the asymp-
totical regions of the corresponding functions, where we usually can obtain enaugh
realistic results 11,21.

Within the present work, aimed 10 the determination of the dependence of the
macroscopic properties of the disordered systems on the many-particle interac-
tions, the approximate approach, namely ihe statistical modelling of the set of
Bogolyubov distribution functions in terms of generalised functions, is proposed.
This procedure is realised with the help of elementary considerations about the
interparticle correlations and exact expressions from the statistical physics. The
adopted approach is then used for the investigation of the static structure factors,
ibennodynamic equation of state and polarisational properties (static dielectric
constant) in the case of simple inany-partici; systems, like inert gases.

Within the Bogolyubov statistical theory uf the many-particle disordend sys-
tems, by modelling ihe set of distribution functions (in terms of generalised func-
tions), the interpanicle potential has been xelfconsisicntly determined and then
analysed through an iterative procedure. Both sets of results, the distribution func-
tions as well as the «clfcunsiMfiii potentials, are used also for the determination of
the equation of state for the investigated systems within the approximation» thai
were adopted.

2. Models for the radial and muiiy-particlv distribution functions.

Let us consider that the radial distribution functions gi (R) as a generalised
function can be approximately described with the help of the following expression:

й < Я > - е ( Я - о и ) Ц + Л « Я - * | ) } (J)

when Я = | Ri - Rj |; R| and Rj are the coordinate* of the selected pair of
panicles, respectively; «»<*) and « 1 ) are ihe Heavy side and Dirac generalised
functions, icspectively; a», o, and Л are quantities which will be described below.

The function type (1) describes the zeroth-order probability that any pair of
panicle» be brought at a distance shorter than <* one from the «her. Thus, the pe-
rimeter <re can be interpreted as an effective diameter of die panicle. Moreover,
model (t ) describe the short-order character in die configuration of the pMicfca
and formally does not include information on the long-range camtatiom. Пин,
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the parameter <Г( should be tk'ti'iniiikii fuim (tie sea!;: (sirvtctuw) of the sdnn or-
der, for example from ihc configuration or the coonlimtte splwrcs ius a disordered,
system.

The t-'ocllicicnl Л in 0 ) can be diUM.niriv-d, for example, thrsuigh a formally
rigorous expression:

Si(0) = H jlg.:(H)-*\dH = «VJ'йг (2)

with ihe heip of which the isoihemcil ccriupressibitity /Jj- utid «be static structure
factor Sj ( h ) at the point к = 0 (к, wave vcciui') arc rotated.

J-Vom (!) ami (2) one сип uhuin

i <T,J tJnTfb- 1

3 a, 4 prt/f

ГоппаИу, note tfiat when <TU = O\ •= e, i! follows from (3):

I
л = ;-"••*

i

In the case of aniiloa! gas/>;• = (;ЛЛ') ' ' anj.4 - <>U?t'yl, i, e. Л is jxwttive. For
more dense syvtfins t'nui ideal) (i-,- < (rifcj'/')"[ ant!, j>..rttculurtyv for !hs ir.tcrvai
of vaiucs of ft-:

(«АчП ' - ™ '-' A- •: ! '•W)"',го s ^ f f j (4)

the coeflieient Л is Mill positive. When fi(- =• (wij'/') ' •- ти/кьТ< Л vanishes
end, at 1а.ч, t'nr the iiucrval:

О < Д . < ( Я * Ь 7 1 > - 1 - ™ (5)

ihe cocfficicni A «ssumes negitsivc values. '!>•; clun.^c of i«c sign of this coef»
ficicnt depends just on the c îarucier of ' pacing" and tbna, for ек-imple, for ihs
ideal gas A > 0, whilst in the dcn.se £•"»« ami h..jtiids, on the wnirary, Л < 0 .

It means that A, in |>vi>er.!l, h svr.sni,vu to the type of agyegaiku; xtate of the
system, as wel! as to the pirne trun.Hitiotis and critical phcitoine^a which are con-
nected to the "packing" of the p.init1.ti. In yenera!, t!* part of (5) tiiai is pro-
ponionat со AS{ R ~ a,} describes the sh'jn-oatcr churacxi' nud depends also on
O). Values of o'i» taking iiiu> account the 'jbave anu!ys»s, cm be determined, for
example, as the distance between the nearest neighbours in the dense [tacked lat-
tice at she melting point. Moreover, <Ji can be determined with the help of ihe
position of the main maxima of the two particle* distribution function (firsi co-
ordination sphere) which can be found frctn ihe stricture factors of the x-ray or
neutron scattering, or on the other hand as half the distance between the first and
Ihe second coordinate spheres, etc. Thus, model (t) effectively terminates the dis-
tribution function within the short-order sc.'ik, but the coefficient A, which retains
the long-range order parameter fluctuations field, is formally included. Even from
this point of view, mode! (1) out be considered as an expansion of the traditionally
neglected volume-model, and a!so can keep both simplicity and clarity (visuality).
Since the distribution function for the solid state is represented by & sum of Dirac
delta-functions which are centred on corresponding lattice sites, function (1) can
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also be considered as a limit to the molecular crystal distribution function nearby
the melting point (along the critical isotherm).

F'or A moleculiir crystal with complex symmetry, the last can unfonnaliy even
remind the short order lor the disordered systems. Thus, at least close to the crit-
ical isotherm, model (I) is not exiremcty aniltciut disc to the fonnal possibility
of having the limit-transitions between the crystal- mid lii|uiil(gas)- forms of the
distribution functions.

Consider also the distribution function <ji( H) in the following form:

j > i < r t ) « « t K - a 0 ) (6)

which describes the Van dcr Vauls imxtcl in the statistical mechanics. Lei formally

extend (6) in a power series for ilw small interval e «j H - o0 | around the point

oo; namely:

gi{R) - в ( Л - o0) + E«( R - oo) + « * ^ * ( Я ~ oo) + ... (7)

The comparison of (7) with (1) leads to the conclusion that the latter can be
approximately viewed as a specification of ihe statistical basil of the Van der Va»U
model.

It is also possible to remark the way of the possible ckptuination of (1) by
means of the inclusion in il of expressions like A,S{ R - a,),j • 2 , 3 , . , where
{ot} are the parameters earning from the existence of the second, third and succes-
sive coordinate sphere:: in the structure of » disordered system. In this case, other
expressions of the statistical thermodynamics must also be considered (in addition
lo (2)) in order to determine the (.4;} parameters.

'otitming the approach described above, we can also introduce the higher or-
der distribution functions, e. g. $м( К , R'), gt(К, R', К"), etc., namely:

-<!„)«( it - оа)Щ\ R - K' | -сто)-

• Д ( « ( Я •- o 0 ) • 6(R' - ст«> + S(\ R - R ' |

« ) < ! - К ' | -<х0) •

e ( | R - K " | - o . ) * l | R ' - H " | - o e ) -

11 + A{S(R~ o0) + 6<,W - cr«) • ЬаГ - o0) +

+ i ( | R - R ' | - o o ) + « ( | R - И " | - < ! « ) •

(9)

Note thai the functions (I), (8) and (9) must be normalised to the thermody-
namic limit; for example, in the case of дг (R) from (1), one can show thai

1)M* ( m

where n « N/V is a constant. By analogy, one can normalise all the higher older
functions. It it possible to show that, due to proper recursion formulas for any
distinct pair of distribution functions, one can currently obtain that

A - A = A « ..



In general, Ihc final model expression for tlve Dogalyubov panicle distribution
function in terms of generalised functions can be written down in the following
form:

6i\ Rt-Hm)-o,)l (II )
sit (I/.»»

where i,j,l,m = 1,2,...,e — I.
We must stress that within the adopted model tlie uncles between the atomic

bonds are automatically included in al. ihc related expressions, Forexample, in ihc
case of a "fluctuationa!" triatomic cluster one concerns with ihc angles: /R, К',
/R,R - R ' a n d / R ' . R - R', between couples of the three atomic axes: R.R',
R-R'.

3. Stsi'sc structure (actor «f the model.

The static structure factor of an homogeneous disordered system can be found
with the help of the famous expression JI-4J

Si(k) - 1 + nflgiifl) - l jexp** dK (12)

Using (1) and (3), with the help of (12), one can obtain:

Si(Jfc) - 1 - 3?r-j,(koo) + ( ш 0 + DktT0r - J)A(tffi) (13)
кос

sphere jo(x) and j\(z) ate Bessel functioni. In the limit when к - » 0 , it follows
from (13) thai:

2 5 О) 3

Prom (14) one can find thai under the condition

A->f(l -d+r(—)

the structure factor decreases with increasing к, and when

kmb,
-1»

' becomes zero. On the contrary, when /3 < /3J>0> (for small values of k).
Si (*) is monotonically increased on growing k. Thus, in the limit of small it, the
static structure factor displays qualitative different behaviour in the limiting rases
which can formally be distinguished as rare gases ( 0 > /3}."') and dense gases or
liquids ( 0 < $. 0 ) ) .

In fig. 1, both the numerical calculation results coming from the use of eqn.
(13) (full line) and ihc experimental x-ray and neutron scaitrring ones (5] (dashed
line) are presented for the case of liquid Argon ( T*> * 0 035352 mol/cm*, T »
85 K). Apart from negative values of Sj ( k) for small к (which take place mainly



а* £consequence of using tin; V;m <L-r Viials nuxld for />/• i;i our calculation;, lij!.

1 shows' a qualitative accordance between the IIHHICI theory ami the experiment

even for a complex sy.\«:m such us a liquid, к (he case of liquid or gaseous n>ix-
ttuvit, there can also be introduced i!ie p;i.i!;t) structure factors {.<4';)}, where the
indexes i and j denote lUfii'rent clK-niio! uompoiit-nts. In .such a case, the natural
generalisation c,((i?) ir,rihc p;«efiial structure t'actors would be !hc foliowing:

S i w > ( « - l - 3 - ^ * ~ ; . ( * « » « ) + <4i>*J' + "*.^/!'r" - 1 > / ! , ( * a f ) ( 1 5 )

where пи = П1,пгг - я;,лщ = л»ят'Ап1 + "в) : l i '^ ° u ' ' ~ <'»''.fir|J =
of ' .o ' i !? = («'о' + oo 1 !-/ 2 a " ' J /^r"' ? ; A'rl> (i- e-. Ibe coqipressibiliiy for the
pure Cinnponent Iu'jelt-U "i"), 0^ ~ j3j-iy< &т'г> fan be determined [6J by using
the Xirkwood rchsion for die bi component msKitire, nuiutiy:

where

%

у ,Д - 1,2

Introdacing the model ( i ) in the previeus formtO.'is, one can oinain that /jj.i7

latisfici ihc following algebraic equation:

* ^ " » | +щ + n i m ( < » i + ©j 2 в )

where

In principic, this last equation can be solved both analytically and numerically.

4. The svlfcoiisisleflt potential of llw intvrpariicle interactions.

We now face the problem of determining the potential of ihe interparticlc inter-
actions within the model ((('distribution functions which was introduced in the sec-
tions 2 and 3. We wi't try to do this selfconsistently resorting to the Uogolyubov'*
equations which link the many panicle distribution functions {/•*,(Кj,.. ,RC)}
and the pair additive potentials of imcrpariidc infractions {V\,( Ri, R.) }l 3j. The
Bogolyubov's set of equations can be written in the following form:

,> ...R,.,), * J r 2 (18)
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where V,- н щ; а «= ),2,.... JV with N panicles in tl'.e system.
Consider now »l« case of a homogeneous system in whicli the following sim-

ptificution is allowed:

K2) =* Ы 1 R, - Rj |)

etc.
In this case the first two equations earning from ihe iu^iive expressions (18),for

pii;, <:un be re-written in 1 lie form:

Using the rmxJd expressions (!) for gi(R) and (8) for 5 J ( R , R ' ) , one can
otaain two iiutc|K'!Hicm equations for the lequeniul deierminaiion of the pairwise
inlcrpariicic poienuul V(K), namely:

0 (22)

/ ^ ' (23)

where:

(24)

S(R,R';<io.o») -

•{1 + A16(R~ ax) + «(Л* - at) + « | R - R' | -ffi)]}

By introducing y\ Я) - ^ in (22). one tan obtain the following diffcrenlialiy-
sbiftinj equation

4>(oo) ~ p{.o0) + V ( o » ) - 0 (25)

which, after the approximation <p'(ax) *s ft"»**)-rtftl andconsjdering(for-
maily) a small deviation of the argument Д - oi - <r0. generates the next pure-
shifting equation:

(26)

4 г : :Т'
=

Thus, with the help of (26) and of some initial information, y( A) (and also the
potential), as a piece-interrupted function, can be reconstructed numerically by a
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recursivc procedure, (or (he set of intervals (nt + ял}, v/iih s = !,2

Equation (22), (hat is ;i FreUhulm sniegnu equation, can be solved analytically
by successive iterations, Particularly, (iic /.cmtti-oriicT iteration gives rise to

toim---ktrrc^ir---~)r (27)
л{Н; по.со

THs last resii'i :«lU»ws one to ohijiiu an exjnussion for uic :;oi=:ntial, wit)! indefinite

constari! accuracy, in the following 1'OIIV:

Vo(R> -• -k{Tii'g i » ( ii - a») + /U\ Л - о,)] (28)

We rmist also r.oie «.!.;:• result (2B; <!in-.clly folk<svs frt>in U-.c v. с I< known model

expression whiiAJiolibbtheiheoryuf the liquid suir: gi(Ii) *= елр -V{R)/ki,T,

when ii i? a.v:sc>ci;)lcil io n}n. (1), '1'hu.i. in both CH.'.CS; within our ;IUK!?) approxi-

matioos. the ex^whsion of i!>e iniernui tide ptficniiul is stii! i". terms of generalised

functions.

The next iteration (Jirsi-order one) tiyi be found with the hc!p of (27), and after

several !;an.sfonr.ations it can be written in <ht; foiioiving fonn:

уЛЯ) - 2,т,Л 6ГЛ 1^-^ гН 1 + Лв(2а« - Я)*
Л( и; <то,ст)) лсто

+ Л ~ - в ( а ( + аи - Я) -г 2в( Д - a»)J (29)

The corrcsmnaUng expression for ilw lirst-ordei" correction to the potential, which
follows from (24), may bo given by:

P?
V\(R) =• 2ггЛ»'"<Го(Л+ -_—-) f с а о < Л < 2 а о ;

21Г5!АьГо-|;{2 Л *• A— log Я) + с' 2 а0 < Л < сти + tft;
Со

4ffn*jVao Я + с" оо + О| < Л; СО)

where с, t J and с" чк indefinite cnnstiints and it « cri is a point at which, within

our model,

Thus, both the wrot)i-:uul the first- order terms in our sc-ifconxi.stent scheme

gives rise to generalised functions, but at the same time they can also be expressed

in terms of piece-uninterrupted functions.

Remind Jiiat the single exact solution for the pair distribution function was

obtained i<> the case of the IVrcus-Yevich theory, particularly for the hard sphere

potential |7.V], i. e. for the potential which was muielled in terms of generalised-

type functions too.
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5. Thc-r»№dynuniic properties of lite nuidvl. Tiic «{tuition of siate.

Within ihe framework of our model, appraisals of the the rhcnnojynamic pa-
rameters should In: iiiiidf. This iutcinjit will !m realised, below, mainly aiming to a
no» absolute but relative (or comparative) ii«»;iJy.s:v of the non-addi:ive corrections
to the Macroscopic properties of the sii'dial systems. »:or example, using the sta-
thiicul expressions for the density *>*" internal energy < = EjN and the pressure
p (in the cbennodyiiiiniic Hmit N, V — оэ, п = const) in the following forms
(which are usually c;itlcil coiicLt;u»(t;il scries):

e - irubT+JT,- I... fv.{\ R,-- * |)JI,(R R..-ii^R1...R._, (32)
i „ i a] J J

and

\f I / , - ^ ) » . ( » i . ...K.-,)rfR|...R.-i (33)

(where V,(Ki, . . . R ( . i ) , ^'neniHy s|y;aking, is the irm-rparside non-addiiive po-

lentittl) in t'ombioiiiioit v,a\\ (I), (3) ii:ul (K), nrut taking into account just (he first

three members of the series 02} imd (32), ami !\m\ly inlroftvscing in? well known

assumption for lite potcmiuis Vi( H) anil '/i(R , K ' ) :

- - ~

(where: t>( = ДН , R ') ; t?j ~ l(K ,K - H 1 ) ; «?3 = /(K - Й ' , К ' ) ; с avid are
diitpcmve consiuutts). As а к.чиН, от can obmin:

p - TtkbT f и + jpj (35)

where:

«J- jsiviOQ.OiHnkiTfh- ~ J)

and

I

" 1 ) r (Cf; + во)СГГ

47 1
-до^(2<ц + его)"1) + ^

• (13 + of (cf| + ал)~*) * v-ar*«c2
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Note f!iatv by adopting Vi()l) as the i-cntiard-Jones poicmiai.nanurly:

Vf'iR) = 0 R<.aa

ЪП-<%)"\ 08)
H

where: i is the temperalure-dcpciKtcm parameter of the model; then, one can ob-

a i n ; 1 Hir К

6 O)

+ ?J!i v-u(o ) + Hi + 20t(—)J»2eJ (40)

In table 1 U;« results of calculation:. ; iiie two-partdc and ihrce-pariicle cor-

relation contributfons !•:> the intern»! rinergy, which where calculated by using the

approximate expressions (34), (35) and (39}, in the case of iiquid Argon are re-

ported.

The analysis of 0 •••;. data in tab. ! shows enaugh good coincidence of the ex-

perimental results ?.n<l theory in the case of Lenivird-Jones (L-J) potential. The

«pproach which takes into account ifie two- and three- particle correlations with

pohimcd (totentiais monttor;; dcvi»iions fnm: the experiment which an; sensib'y

larger than in the case of L-J potential, and, moreover, the accuracy of the calcula-

tions is icreascd by taking into account higher-order iterations of the corresponding

con elation expansion.

We must stress «hat, taking into account fhe definition of the isothermal com-

pressibility

Pr = -•( -Л>г
n Op

expression (34)-(39), with p; nicutar interest to the pressure p, can also be con-

sidered a?> differential equations. In genoral, by using the correlational scries (33)

and considering the model expression (1) for 92 ( Ti) and (8) for gj ( R , R ) , one

can obtain the following two differential equations:

(41)

n2 (42)
'en

where
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CT, (
dR

-c'c^h

h

dll (13)

Thus the conclusion c;in be inside iliat, within the model procedure of taking
into account the contribution со р (ют ihc higher aniar correlation terms, one gels
the appearence of higlwr n. powers in the polynomial coc№ck:U whitli muliplic.»
(fa)r as we!! as in the right-hand side of the Jailer №o cjuations. Both these
equations belong !=i the class of s, с Abo'iun equutiofis which а/с n.'rt intcgreblc
in quadratures. It seems \c he uscfuf to cai-ulau- the sci of cocific.ien\$ (43) for the
different choice of ihe potential V2 (Я) wlvlch will be used in this paper.

For the polarisaiiona] potentia! O3) one obtains:

In {he case of the Lcnnard-Jonss poicmiat. we have:

^ W —)*IA»r (45)

and, finally, in the case of ielfconsistcnt potential:

» 2 n ( - — a - 2tto-цглч'/Х~ + A-?
2 ff 2 Oy2 ff y

i> = 0 (46)

In all the cases 0 and Г arc naturally given by (43).
Ccncully, the nonlinear dil'forcaual (Abctian) cviuaiions (39) and (40) cannot

be integrated in (luadralurc, but they can be simplified m some interval of the den-
sity. For example, hy putting

р~хл- Tin2 = - - — , ( » i n - if»1 (47)

one can obtain from (30) ihc following differential ci|u;tlion:

i , rfu
(4S)



Choosing the next interval of values of the ijuuntity

2 7

equuiion (4К) can be approximately changed into a simple equation with separated

variables, namely:

w ; , .-—ы1 +w J (SO)
{ 27

The general solution of equation (4H) is:

p « in— 7» + O\) — i»lu

where p» represents the pressure value at ilu* [>:>; mul'tlie phase plane (n.i, To) and

determines the constant of integration.

Moreover, within the interval:

C i d ~Ci) < t.rj <mii. l l , ^ , C , ( l + C j ) |

one can obtain the general solution of equation (41), which take:: into ucuount the

free-particle correlation.';, namely;

Pi • i n - ( 7 + jt)n' + Xn1 +

. 1 )

with approxirn;iicly the same iHisitious for pu and (niu, 7i,) as above. Titus, within
the above approximations, the expressions (51) ami (.5.1) can be considered as
equations of state as.\iinui)g the 1 wo panicle and thive-pariicle corielatumti, respec-
tively. Note also that Mich equations ol' state can к- written in the form of Taylor
expansion of the pressure in the neig!>i>ourru>t4l of some selected point (na,7o)
(drawing the derivatives ( £f ) r from (51) and (5.1)). In this case one out write:

w ** рв - xno + 74,
«ltd

: ^ « r C n - n o ) *
po - xno + ( 7 + p)n5 - Ang

Sf 2Xng)
V 1 » " "

P> - Po+

where p» u the pressure at the point (n», To) which can be selected in the pure fa*
phase or even coincides with the critical point (ft, Г.) of the considered system.
By just varying the («to. 7o) point, with the help of (54) and (55)) we have the
possibility to determine the pressure p( n, To) in the neighbourhood of no along
the different isotherms.

The analysis of the numerical data of the calculations of p for the different
potentials would be done separately in a next paper of ours.
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d. l'')larisuti(Hi uf stu(istii.-u!ly determined systems.

The today's techniques of the modern experimental physics allow for the in-
vestigation of the equilibrium properties of non-polar dielectrics. To realize this
possibility, the simple and at the same lime universal relation-, between potari-
satiunai characteristics and ihurmodyuamic parameters of such systems arc not
enaugh. Tor example, the use of tlicwell known Clausius-Massoui formula for
pa.ws is justified only when the pressure is p < 5 liar. Several modifications of
tins formula, proposed by different authors | Ш-13| on tlw base of different ideas,
are in a satisfying agreement with the experiment up to somewhat larger pressure
values. However, all these results cannot universally describe the density- and
temperature- dependences of the dielectric p</ inability in the liquid pliase.

The point is that, generally speaking, the CbuMUs-M.i.ssoni formula is usually
obtained with the help of statistic»! andelcctrcxlynamic relations only, without (.ik-
ing in.'o account the electronic structure of the individual molecules. Moreover,
the substitution of the real niuletLKs with structureless dipolcs as well as the re-
ductive interpretation of the inlerparticle forces ;>.s dipole-dipoie interactions are
nos proper of the liquid phase where the average imerpartielc distances are com-
parable with the molecule diameter.

In this chapter, the possibilities of the method of the correlation expenston ( l 4 |
in combination wiih the model approximations of the dislribu'ion functions (see
chapters 2 and 3) for the building up of the polarisation theory will be demon-
strated, with the help of usual quantum-statistical relations,

Consider the many-particle system containing /V monoatomic, identical and
symmetric molecuJcs with arbitrary but largely enatigh distributed radii, enclosed
in a sphere of volume V. Assuming that atoms in the liquid phase are cnuugh
isolated, we shail write the Haniiltoniais in the form:

'.я (56)

where //(i) denotes the Mamilmnicin of the isolated i-th atom, V{ i,j) ~ V{ Rt -

Ry) represents all the different interactions between the pair of atoms centred at

R; and R,, respectively.

Neglecting the retardation effects' in V(i, j), the Coulomb interactions among

all the charges of i-th and j-th atoms arc included. We muse stress (hat both the

atomic coordinates and the corresponding momenta are considered as classical

variables.

Switching on a homogeneous external electric field En leads (o the inclusion

in // of the additional contribution - ( Ь E«), in which

(57)

and d, is the dipolc momentum operator of the i-th atom. The summations in (56)
and (57) run over all the atoms and pairs of atoms of the system.

Let us calculate the polarisation vector pi r) induced by (he external field at
on arbitrary point of our system, not very close to the boundary, as well as the
Maxwell averaged field E(r ) at the same point. Both these quantities can be
determined as Gibbs averages from the polarisation operator
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Й О =£«! .«<г-К,) (58)

ami from the field operator

respectively. Here, ¥»,( r) rcwcscnis ihe cltx'ir.Ktutic potential a» th.<j point r, xhich
is generated by uii iht; ch-ugci of ;hc i-ih au.ni. In ;hc «ibsn.-i.ee of the external field,
teih p(t) and K(r) are /его because of l!w cense;!! symmetry of the considered
system,

Wiihin ibe atiiabalic армох'нпмхт, taking into .n'count the linear wnn* ss
functions of the external Jielu, we obtain

p l r ) m /
• " ' ' <•)

/ ( г - К , } } (60)

when: etp (/>^) • {5f»<^p </?//)) and t!w symbol ,S'p| - • -| stands for (he trace
of the corresponding npcrntor:.(1<к.,ч1 poiiiicm <;i' ull the ytnnis. {K,}; ihe anyuiar
buckets denote the integration over ail the cooriii'-uies vt' (he uux:i.« in the whole
volume of the tysian; fir s; (hT)" ! .

1л1 {е ( я > } and {^.} be tii« eigenvalue» and the sigertfonciioits, respettively.
of itx operator /7 at fixed сьчтЬкие* of she auuiu Lei u.s ivwriie expression
(6" 1 using the functions {v*} as о basis for 'he nmnerical t:a)cuiuii»n of ilie irace.

denoting, as usual, the in;nri\ elements of аи *.%'tntor A ns Ащт, itmb (60) we

obtain:

For the noble gas atoms, for example, the minimal energy for an electronic
excitation changes from 19 75eV i'or He ю H.44eV for Xe. Since even for liq-
uid and solid phases of noble gases ihese energies are not essentially decreased,
the approximation can be adopted that the energy of (he graund stale t ( 0 ) { {R }),
far elmosi all the different configurations of the atoms, be separated from the ex-
cited suite energy for an as wide gap as about 1 eV, both for gas- and liquid- like
densities.

Moreover, for the reasons stressed above, at temperatures of the order of 100 К
and below, all the contributions to (61) which include the factors exp(-pt(t>)
with ( c ( l > i tw) should be equated to zero.

On the same basis, the statistical properties of the system under considera-
tion ш fixed temperatures will coincide with (hose of a classical system with tht
Hamiltonian



/'•-£ if?,-
where M is the mass and p* » (P, p j is tiic classical fiiomcmum o( the a«.m.
Thus,

•{exp(-/fe(0){{R};) ^ С к к •Ee)|^!a,«(f -R,)) (63)

We shall carry out further calculations of the polarisation vector ptr ) on the

basis of the perturbation theory, considering the sum of she imeractiun operators

in (56) as a perturbation. Let {е„} and [ф„} denote the eigenvalues and the cigen-

functions of the Hamiltonian of an isolated atom, when Ihe polarisaliisn vector is

calculated in ihe frame of the perturbation theory, negtc „sing the exchange effeci.»,

the ratios of the matrix elements of the interaction operators for pair* of atoms,

separated by a distance H, to the minimum excitation energy д*'„„ of an isolated

atom will be smeJi parameters. With the help of usual considerations, at the first

order of the perturbation theory, taking into account the symmetries of the ground

and excited stale* of an isolated atom, we obtain:

when: a • | ^„^(й,, • *»„)/Д£> denotes the pohrisability of an isolated atom.
V^^,{ R) are the matrix elements of the Coulomb inieraction operator in the fol-
lowing form:

opcraesngon the wavefunctionsofthe isolated atoms, { г } ~
are the full complete sets of the electronic coordinates in the systems which are
centred in the f-th and g-th molecules, respectively, z is the nuclear charge, ft ( R )
is the radial distribution function defined in sections t Д and all the other designa-
tions are the same as in the previous chapters.

In the same approximation, we obtain the expression for the Maxwell field:
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E(O - Eo -In J^ - д" **'-Vy *?»,,

(IK

- R ' ) .

For she iiiicrnal poi>.is г of a spherical region of volume V, one can use the

formula:

(67)
Taking into account the appcaren; form of the interaction operator (65), on the

basis of (56) and (67), we come to the well known relation

йг) (68)

Let us point out that (68) has been obtained by a direct calculation, without using

any model for the structure of internal local fields.

On the other hand, based on the definition of the dielectric permeability

|»lr>--~~E<r) (69)

from (66), (68) and (64) it follows that:

(70)

which is the statistically corrected Clauxius-Massotii formula. Analougously, at
the third order of the perturbation theory, it is easy to obtain the following correc-
tion to (70):

4ir

-R')-Vnow(R -R ' ) }

- R ' )

CD
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and so on.
Lei us remark that (71) is positively sigiu-d. Hie expressions contained in

figured brackets in (70) and (71) are the irreducible parts of the pohrisabililics of
two und three molecules, respectively. After making more precise corrections to
the Clausius-Massotti formula, in higher orders in tcr.ns of linear functioitiils of the
type «f (70) und (71), the irreducible contributions to the polarisabiliiy and to the
group distribution functions wili ap|>car. 'J'lius, (70) and (71) and their corrections
are the tenns of the correlation expansion of the Clausiiw-Massotti function (see
chapter I and |6 | ) ami the calculation of the vector p allows the determination in
a clear form of the irreducible contributions to the group poiarisab/lities.

In order to calculate the contribution of the two-par'tcie correlations со the
Clausius-Massotti function with ihe help of (70), let us apply the equation (1), ap-
proximating the function gi (Я) . Substituting (1) into (7(1) gives a simple universal
relation

z~ " " v l < * + a ' n + a"(,nkt,Tfir — I)} (72)
t * 2 n 3

when:
n m > - '—•

<* " о " ' Ъ Д ' ' А "

VvoprW) „ (73)

in which rj = (r*X«; is the mean square vail* of the electronic orbit "radius"
for the ground xtatc o>' »n stutm; the integratian in the ddmicicn ov M*ofi,,(dt) и

carried out over a surface [ К |* d\. 1ли as pom: cut thite, in Gaining (72) and
(73), we have used ifrc properti^ ai styinmetry of the ground itnd e> cited states of
an isolated alum, vhich give u coi.iribviion to the atomic poliJisabitity.

It has already been realised thitt the noble gases atomic pobrisabitities are de-
termined within 90% and more by transitions to the сегшгшечк gpectrum stale».

In integraiinf the interactio.1 орешог with the correlation function дг(Ю, re-
Utiont similar to (67) were use*!. In this case, iHe coefficient a' and a" as wc)l KJ
the atomic polarisability or are almost atomic constant» which do n<r. depend on
the state of the system in a wide region.

Equation (72) has been ota&incd on the basis of certain assumptions which are
Justified far the systems undec consideration at not very Serge pressure values. The
real limits of its applicability may be cbtinsd from the experiments. The magni-
tudes of the coefficients a ' and a" may be determined by measuring the dieiccfric
permeabilities at two different densiiits «nd temperatures trt the gas phase, &nd
the relation (72) may be extrapolated in a region of characteristic pariwneiois of a
liquid.
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The results of such а рпкхч'иге in the case of gaseous and liquid Argon are

i in fig. 2. !n this case, (lie compressibility /3r has been calculated wiiliin

the Van der Vaals model and the values of Ы ami<«" l>avc been taken from the thta

of 115[ for tlte g:ts phase. Vtam the comparison of lite results of the calculations

on lite basis of She formula (72) and the experimental data, it tbtlows for t that

both these results arc in qualitative and, in certain regions, quantitative agreement.

Thus, the limits of applicability of (72) arc rather wide and include the regions «if

variation of she thsnnodynamic parameters which ans characteristic for gases ли

wcti us 'iquids. This fuel allows us to consider ihe values of the itsomie constant*

a' am! <tr", obtained in experiments in the gas phase, as the numerical ехммнашшз

«>f Ihe corresponding matrix clcmcnis from tqn. (7.1).

Note that '.he sliifi of the experimental curves in lig. 2 ii condittiwcd by lite

differences in !lie choice of the values of ihe atomic polarnabiliiy a.
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Figure and Table Captions,

fig. I • Structure factor of liquid Ar.

Fig. 2 • Clausius -Massoiii function dependence on the molecular density for
gaseous {no < 0.01 moi/cm1) and liquid Ar along the saturation
curve: squares from (13], points from (16], triangles from [17]; the
result» of ihe calculations based on (72) are shown with a full line.

Tab. I • Results of live numerical calculation at an inner energy for liquid Ar.
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